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Abstract. Earlier work has examined the frequency of symbol and expression use in mathematical documents for various purposes including mathematical handwriting recognition and forming the most natural output from computer algebra systems. This work has found, unsurprisingly, that the particulars of symbol and expression vary from area to area and, in particular, between different top-level subjects of the 2000 Mathematical Subject Classification. If the area of mathematics is known in advance, then an area-specific information can be used for the recognition or output problem. What is more interesting is that although the specifics of which symbols are ranked as most frequent vary from area to area, the shape of the relative frequency curve remains the same. The present work examines the inverse problem: Given the relative frequencies of symbols in a document, is it possible to classify the document and determine the most likely area of mathematics of the work? We examine the symbol frequency “fingerprints” for the different areas of the Mathematical Subject Classification.
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1 Introduction

We consider the problem of how to classify mathematical text automatically by its subject area. This problem interests us for a number of reasons.

The first reason is to aid in retro-classification of existing literature: Even if all new documents are written with accurate subject metadata, there is a significant volume of important existing literature that does not have this metadata. Moreover, subject classifications change over time. In the future there will be new subject areas into which current papers will fit, but for which there are not yet classifications.

The second reason is to aid in document understanding. Although we are a long way from machine understanding of general mathematical documents, it is not too ambitious a goal to be able to assign likely interpretations to symbols in a mathematical document. For example, if we know that an article is in the
area of semi-algebraic sets, then $H < G$ would most likely mean that the value of the real-valued variable $H$ is less than the value of the real-valued variable $G$. If we know that the area is group theory, then the same expression would likely mean that $H$ is a normal subgroup of $G$.

The third reason relates to pen-based interfaces for mathematical software. If we are able to determine the mathematical subject areas in use, then this can be used to weight handwriting recognition results. For example, the exact same ink trace might “obviously” be interpreted as one symbol in one area of mathematics (say as an “$i$” under a summation sign) or as another in a different area (say as “$\partial$” in a differential equation).

Finally, if a human reader can accurately judge the area of a mathematical document with a five second flip through several hundred pages, then that shows there are some macroscopic document properties that we ought to be able to recognize by machine.

We propose that symbol frequency information provides useful information for the classification of mathematical text. In this paper we show that mathematical articles from the arXiv [1] preprint service give well separated symbol frequency measures when categorized according to the their top-level subjects in the 2000 Mathematical Subject Classification, MSC 2000. (The Mathematical Subject Classification is used to categorize articles reviewed by Mathematical Reviews and Zentralblatt MATH. See, e.g., [2] for a description.)

In our work we have found it useful to group symbols into two categories: “identifiers”, which are letters (typically Latin or Greek) standing for variables, parameters, constants, functions, etc., and “operators”, which are other mathematical symbols, or certain letters used in special contexts, such as “$\sum$”.

We use the term “document” to describe a piece of mathematical text to be considered. For example, it may be an article, a book, a book chapter, handwritten input, or equations in a computer algebra system worksheet. Each application will have its own particular properties, but we would expect the ideas we discuss here to be useful across such a range of areas.

The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we describe the bodies of mathematical text we have analyzed and how we computed symbol and n-gram frequencies in the mathematical expressions. In Section 3 we show how the frequency information varies by mathematical area. In Section 4 we explore the idea of distinguishing mathematical area by examining symbol frequency in particular documents. Finally, in Section 5 we conclude the article.

2 Computing Symbol and n-gram Frequencies

In earlier work we have examined particular bodies of text to produce empirical measures on the sets of mathematical symbols and n-grams (n symbol sequences) that occur in the mathematical expressions in two sorts of material. Similar studies have been performed by Garain et al. [3] and Uchida et al. [4].
Fig. 1. Most frequent identifiers and operators in arXiv articles and in 2nd year engineering texts. arXiv frequencies for identifiers (operators) are per million identifiers (operators). Engineering text frequencies are per million total symbols (identifiers, operators, digits combined). Parentheses were not counted in the arXiv analysis. The operator “@” stands for the MathML invisible “apply function” operator, which is inserted by the conversion process.

The arXiv study. The first study [5, 6] examined approximately 20,000 preprints from the mathematical arXiv collection from the years 2000 to 2005. This was a near-complete collection for that time period of those articles for which source \TeX was available and were classified according to the MSC 2000 subject classification.

\TeX documents typically rely heavily on both system- and author-defined macros so it is necessary to expand macros to find the symbols actually appear in a document. To perform this macro expansion we used our \TeX to MathML converter [7], and then took the sequence of leaf symbols from the resulting MathML trees.

The leaf symbols were tabulated separately for identifiers and mathematical operators. The frequency with which each subexpression occurred was also analyzed. The most frequently seen identifiers and operators are shown in Figure 1.
The engineering text study. In the second study [8], we examined the symbols and n-grams that occur in the most popular second year university engineering mathematics texts used in North America. The most popular texts (by sales) were by Kreyszig [9][10] (72%), Greenberg [11] (13%) and O’Neil [12] (7%), together making up more than 90% of the second year engineering textbook use.

We obtained the \TeX sources for the textbooks of Greenberg and O’Neil from the author and publisher respectively. For textbook of Kreyszig, we scanned all the pages of the book, used the Infty [13] document analysis program to generate \TeX to the degree that it could, and then hand-corrected the \TeX. In each case, the \TeX was converted to MathML for analysis as in the arXiv study. In principle, MathML could have been generated by Infty from the scans of the Kreyszig pages, but it was easier to correct the generated \TeX than MathML. To obtain overall statistics, the symbol and n-gram frequencies from the three texts were combined using the textbook adoption rate as weights. The most frequently seen identifiers and operators from this study are shown in Figure 1 on the previous page. This data has been used to build predictive mathematical character recognizers [14].

Fig. 2. Count of arXiv articles by MR subject classification
3 Frequencies by Area

As well as analyzing the most frequently occurring symbols, n-grams and expressions for the entire corpus considered, the earlier studies \[568\] also analyzed frequency by mathematical area.

In the arXiv study, the symbol frequencies were calculated separately for each top-level subject classification. The number of articles in each top-level subject area for the sample is shown in Figure 2 on the facing page. For the engineering text study, a number of subject areas were identified, as shown in Figure 3 and the relevant chapters were considered together.

In both studies, each subject had its own distinct set of most popular symbols. To illustrate, the most frequent identifiers in three subject classifications in the arXiv study are shown in Figure 4 on the following page.

It can be seen that the pattern of relative frequencies for the most popular symbols is similar even though which symbols are the most popular is different. In each area the most frequently used identifier occurred about 50,000 times per million and the twentieth most frequently used identifier occurred about 16,000 times per million. These frequencies are graphed in Figure 5 on page 35. Very similar curves are observed in each subject classification, and in all subjects combined.

The same phenomenon is observed in the relative frequency of symbols and n-grams occurring in the engineering mathematics subject areas, as shown in Figure 6 on page 36. In Figure 6(a) the frequency of each symbol from most popular to least popular is shown. Each curve corresponds to one of the subjects listed in Figure 3 and orders the symbols differently (from its own most frequent to its own least frequent) on the X axis. Figure 6(b) shows the same information, but this time with cumulative frequencies, and Figure 6(c) shows the same information as the first but with a logarithmic scale. Figure 6(d) shows the cumulative frequencies of bigrams by author. In this case the horizontal axis enumerates the bigrams, from most frequent to least frequent for each of the curves.
Fig. 4. The most frequent identifiers (per million) in Logic (03), Number Theory (11) and PDEs (35). The most frequent for all areas combined is shown for comparison.

We have seen in each case, for the arXiv study and the engineering text study, for subjects separately or combined, for mathematical symbols or n-grams, for identifiers or for operators, that the frequencies roughly follow a Zipf distribution \[15\].

4 Areas by Frequency

As our empirical analyses have shown that the symbols occurring in mathematical expressions roughly obey Zipf exponential distributions, we expect the frequencies of symbols typically to be well separated. There are certain symbols that usually occur in pairs, such as parentheses, and in this case only one of the symbols need be recorded, keeping the symbol frequencies separated.

With well separated frequencies, and area-dependent rankings of the most common symbols, we expect that frequency ranking of the symbols that occur in a document will give a useful subject characterization.

Using the data collected in earlier work \[5, 6\], we have been able to compare the frequency ranking of symbols according to subject area. Figures 7 on page 37
Fig. 5. arXiv frequencies The most frequent identifiers in representative areas. The horizontal axis gives the symbol, from most frequent to least frequent, and the vertical axis gives the number of occurrences. The symbol order is different in each case.

and on page show the ranking of the most frequently used identifiers and operators, respectively, for each top-level MSC 2000 subject classification.

For each top-level classification, the twenty most frequently occurring identifiers and operators are listed, ordered by frequency. For example, in subject 35 (PDEs) $x$ is the most frequently occurring identifier, $t$ the next most, and so on. In each row of the tables a “¶” marker separates the part of the symbol ranking that is common to more than one classification and the part that is unique to the classification. For example, having $x$ most frequent and $t$
second most frequent is common to classifications 34, 35 and 49, but no others. Each of these three subject areas is seen to have a unique third most common identifier: for ODEs it is \( n \); for PDEs it is \( u \); for the calculus of variations it is \( i \).

Examining the rankings for identifiers and for operators we see that the frequencies of the most common identifiers tend to be more area-specific than the operator frequencies. We therefore concentrate on the identifier frequencies. In some cases, however, the frequent use of a particular operator will indicate a certain subject, e.g. \( ∂ \) or \( ∇ \).

Comparing all subject areas we see that identifying the top six most frequently used identifiers will uniquely identify a top-level subject classification. In many cases identifying the top two or three most frequently used identifiers will correctly give the subject area.

---

**Fig. 6. Engineering text frequencies** For (a), (b), (c), each curve is for a subject area. For (d), each curve is for an author. The horizontal axis gives the symbols/bigrams from most frequent to least frequent, independently for each curve.
Fig. 7. Most frequent identifiers in descending order, by subject.
The ranking preceding the ¶ in each row is shared with at least one other row.
The frequency rankings following the ¶ are unique to their rows.
Fig. 8. Most frequent operators in descending order, by subject.
The ranking preceding the ¶ in each row is shared with at least one other row. The frequency rankings following the ¶ are unique to their rows. The symbol “@” stands for the invisible MathML “ApplyFunction” operator.
5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have seen that the frequencies of the symbols and of the \( n \)-grams occurring in practice in mathematical expressions are close to Zipf distributions.

In the cases we have examined, the frequency distribution holds when subject subsets of a document corpus are analyzed. Although the frequency distribution remains similar, the ranking of the most frequent symbols frequent changes dramatically according to the subject. We have observed this both in arXiv articles classified by MSC 2000 subject area and second year engineering mathematics textbooks with chapters grouped by related topics.

We have seen that in all MSC 2000 subject areas the most frequently occurring identifiers are Latin or Greek letters, and that the different subject areas have quite distinct usage patterns. Indeed, the frequency ranking of the most commonly used few (2–6) identifiers appears to be given a different for each subject area. This contrasts with the frequency ranking of operator symbols, which does not vary as much by subject.

We propose using the symbol-frequency ranking for fast automatic pre-classification of mathematical documents. This would allow more specialized methods to then verify or refine the classification. Determining subject area by symbol-frequency ranking can also aid in document recognition, where identifying the subject area can allow area-specific information to be used for disambiguation.

There are a number of interesting questions for future investigation. It would be useful to analyze the typical variance of documents within subject areas and to test the robustness of these symbol frequency measures. It remains an open question as to which classification strategy (Bayesian model, support vector machine, \( k \) nearest neighbors, etc) works best in this application. In natural language, given a specific set of distributions for word frequencies, it is possible to find an optimal classification scheme. It remains an open question to what degree does this remain practical for symbols in mathematical equations. Finally, the Mathematical Subject Classification and the body of mathematical literature are both moving targets. It would be useful to understand how stable the mathematical symbol frequencies are over decades in the literature and the degree to which they differ in the previous (1991) and subsequent (2010) Mathematical Subject Classifications.
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